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““doubledouble--minimumminimum”” emittanceemittance oscillationoscillation



BeamBeam--envelope equation in drift spaceenvelope equation in drift space

no acceleration,    no focusing,                quasi-laminar

assuming negligible change in perveance, let

a well-known universal equation for 
beam spreading under space charge

no invariant envelope, thus not compensated oscillation



Oscillations due to beam spreadingOscillations due to beam spreading

tracking slices with

the double-minimum feature is mainly due to beam-spreading

Example: an optimized SPARC design courtesy of M. Ferrario



Universal beamUniversal beam--spreading curvespreading curve

exact

parabolic



EmittanceEmittance calculation formulas (1)calculation formulas (1)
rms emittance , an expression difficult to manipulate

assuming

=

> 0 Cauchy-Schwarz inequality

Lagrange’s Identity



EmittanceEmittance calculation formulas (2)calculation formulas (2)

two-slice emittance (                )

emittance due to current variation among slices

(Serafini & Rosenzweig, PRE55)



Oscillations due to initial spreads in Oscillations due to initial spreads in ττ0 , 0 , ττ00‘‘
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Oscillations due to Oscillations due to ττ00

normalized emittance in τ-space

tracking

approx. |Wτ|

|Wτ|

|Wτ|

Wτ

Wττ , ,

not at the waist location

τ



Oscillations due to Oscillations due to ττ0 , 0 , ττ00‘‘

tracking

emittance in τ-space

only τ0 contribution

both  contributions

approx.

J1. 0.232488
0.232488 1.

Nτ0 , τ0‘ Correlation ignored,  
correlation matrix is 
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